In the paper the comparison between experimental and theoretical findings on fast crack motion has been made. The essential differences have been pointed out. It has been concluded that these differences are due to the inadequacy of the models to represent the actual physical processes taking place and to the improper equations of crack motion usually assumed in the analysis. Utilizing simple Dugdale model for mode III case the results obtained suggest that one should adopt the equation of crack motion in another shape, both for s.s.y. and l.s.y. situations. The equation introduced contains a new physical quantity that represents energy flux into plastic or process zone. The quantitative results and computer simulation of the fast crack growth indicate that postulated equation is reasonable one giving good qualitative agreement with experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Despite numerous articles published during last three decades the problem of dynamic crack propagation still leaves many questions that should be discussed, reconsidered and finally answered to set up basic frames for further, deeper, more advanced analysis. Recent experimental findings obtained with the help of modern techniques have shown that existing theories, describing fast crack motion are not sufficient to explain certain phenomena observed experimentally.
However, direct comparisons between theoretical and experimental findings must be performed very carefully since theoretical modelling concerns usually infinite bodies while experiments are typically conducted upon relatively small specimens and the presence of wave reflections and interactions lead to a very complicated stress histories at the crack tip. Nevertheless, relatively long list of the characteristic features of the fast crack growth can be made and compared with theoretical models:
1. Between crack initiation and possible crack arrest the crack travels at some velocity governed by the applied loading and the material properties. Within the resolution of the experiments performed (5 μεβο), no continuous acceleration of the crack tip could be observed. In some experiments the crack tip deceleration prior the crack arrest has been observed, eg. [1] , in others an abrupt arrest has been noted, eg.
[2] 2. All materials exhibit a limiting crack speed which is on the order of one half of the shear wave speed or less [3] , [4] . 3. The crack velocity remains constant, and independently so of whether the stress intensity factor decreases, remains constant or increases -provided changes in the stress intensity factor does not occur due to rapid wave interaction [5] . 4. The velocity with which the crack propagates is determined by the stress intensity factor at initiation [1] , [5] . 5. There is no unique relation between the instantaneous stress intensity factor and the crack tip speed. This statement seems to be well documented experimentally at the moment [5] , [6] although many authors reported such a behaviour in the past [7] ,[8]· 6. Existence of the arrest stress intensity factor has not been proven to be a material constant. Theoretical modelling of the fast crack motion has been successful for linear elastic materials and infinite geometries, although results obtained are in contradiction with listed features of experimental observations. The asymptotic analyses for fast moving cracks in nonelastic materials did not provide us with an appropriate amplitude factor that might be adopted to propose an equation of crack motion. Elastic-plastic small scale yielding (s.s.y.) problems have been solved for steady-state fast Dugdale crack and for Mode III by Freund and Douglas [9] . These solutions are not able to describe analytically listed above features of the fast crack growth either.
The classical elastic solutions, (sharp crack and constitutive equation), being a mathematical idealization of the real "physical" processes, predict Rayleigh (or shear) wave speeds as a limit speeds of the cracks, and unique relationship between crack tip velocity and stress intensity factor. Thus, these results are in contradiction with all listed observations. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the ssy elastic-plastic analyses. The question arises why the theoretical predictions are in disagreement with real, physical situation? The explanation may be many fold: a) the constitutive models may oversimplify the complex processes taking place in front of the moving crack, even for brittle fracture, b) the crack tip geometry, not taking into account the blunting process, c) not correct equation of crack tip motion assumed within the frame of the theoretical analysis.
At the present state of knowledge the shortcomings following from the first two points can not be avoided. They can be at most weakened by proper modelling of the process or plastic zone. More hopes seems to be in the reconsideration of the equation of crack tip motion. All existing equations are based on certain mechanical quantities, characterizing crack tip field. Among them are: dynamic stress intensity factor (SIF), energy release rate (EPE), crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), or strain at certain point in front of the crack tip. These equations are simply an extension of the criteria defining the onset of the unstable crack propagation.
where: k is a dynamic SIF, G^ is dynamic ERR, is dynamic CTOD, c d
are dynamic strain components, a is crack length, ν is crack tip speed and quantities with the subscript c denote material functions.
In the present paper we will recast the Achenbach and Neimitz [10] analysis of the fast, mode III, Dugdale crack motion in the framework of an energy balance equation including varying crack-tip speed, we will reconsider the validity of Eqs (lb) and (lc), we will propose a new equation of the crack-tip motion and finally we will present some of the results of the computer simulation of the fast crack growth. Only some of the results of the computation will be presented along with their interpretation. Details of their derivation can be found in the recently published article [11] .
ENERGY FLUX INTO PLASTIC ZONE
In the present paper the motion of the Dugdale crack with varying velocity will be discussed. However, to make computation possible certain model of the crack kinetics has been assumed. The leading and trailing crack tip trajectories (in general continuous functions) have been approximated by a piece-wise linear functions. The approximation is not arbitrary and depends on mutual exchange of "information" between leading and trailing edges of the crack. This information is transmitted with the shear wave speed c T . The "real" and approximated crack tip trajectories have been shown in the figure (1) along with the basic notation. In general, the energy flux into the plastic zone, which length changes in time during crack propagation can be computed from the relation:
where r is the instantaneous length of the plastic (Dugdale) or pro-P d cess (Panasyuk) zone. If one divides F by crack tip speed obtains the quantity that will be called from now on the driving force on strip yield zone. The derivation of is given in [12] . Denoting the relative velocities of the leading and trailing edges of the moving crack by β = v/c and β, = v./c where cis the shear wave speed τ τ τ L L τ τ and ν , ν^ are crack tips speeds we can write:
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The above equations although seemingly complex can be represented in simply graphical form (Fig.2) leading to several interesting con-elusions:
(1) When the loading is quasi-static and the crack tip is sharp then at the onset of unstable crack motion Kj t (a)=Kj 5 (neglecting the subcritical crack growth). Thus the crack tip speed must not exceed a certain terminal value, ß L < 0.267. However, when the SIF at initiation is grater than Κ (dynamic loading or blunted crack tip) the above 1 1 1 ν^ velocity may be higher -it will be shown as a result of computer simulation.
Ν = ß L /ß T .
(2) It turns out that becomes negative when ratio Ν = β /ß is ill L τ grater than a certain value, close to 4, that depends on ß T [12] . It means that sudden arrest of the crack tip while the leading edge is still moving may lead to the situation that <0. It cannot be accepted from the physical point of view, thus the crack arrest should be considered as a continuous process.
EQUATION OF CKACK TIP MOTION
The classical definition of the energy release rate for moving cracks is as follows:
For the strip yield zone the integral in the above equation is equivalent to the function defined by Eq.2. For this model the limit proce-dure can not be performed since the integral is not path independent for an arbitrary motion. It can not be also proved that the motion is asymptotical ly steady-state since the contour L is precisely defined and changing in time. However, for steady-state motign the second term in the integrand in the Eq.2 vanishes and function F in when divided by ν becomes an ERR. The quantity G^ in Eg.(lb) is usually called the 1 1 1 v> resistance of the material to the crack motion. It may be noticed (from Fig.2 ) that for βsmaller than a certain critical value the quantity is grater than ®mg· There is no doubt that for many materials where Μ is "equivalent" mass of the plastic zone and from dimensional analysis it is proportional to the plastic zone mass ( M~pr ). In ρ general it is differential equation with two unknown functions ß T >ß l · For presented model of crack kinetics the additional relation between these two quantities can be provided in the form:
where the superscript i denotes arbitrary stage along crack tip trajectories (Fig.l) . One may notice that for steady-state motion the Eq.6 reduces to Eq.S. It may also be shown that for this case Eq.6 is equivalent to the Eqs lb and lc.
Equations (6) and (3) can now be utilized within computer simulation technique to predict the crack motion history at given external loading and material properties. Some of the results of the computation will be given in the next section. Details of the algorithm can be found in [11] .
SOME RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION
Computer simulation technique has been performed to test proposed equation of crack motion (6) . In this equation d all terms can be computed except the second one -material function 3 . It should be found from experiment. However, such a data are not available at the moment for mode III dynamic crack propagation. Within computational scheme we may test various shapes of this function and compare results obtained at given loading history. We may expect that the function 9 should be 1 1 1 v* a function of the crack tip speed because of deformation processes taking place within plastic\process zone. It may also be a function of crack tip acceleration but this effect, if exists, will be neglected in the computation process. Three shapes of the ^I IIC ( V ) function were tested: a) continuously increasing with v, b) continuously decreasing with v, c) for small speed decreasing with ν and starting from certain value increasing function. The algorithm of the numerical procedure and first results were presented in [11] . The full analysis of the numerous simulations will be presented in the paper that is being prepared for publication in Engng Fract. Mech. Here we will present only these results when the external loading is decreasing in time with various intensity after the onset of the unstable crack propagation. The results presented were obtained neglecting the term on the right hand side of the equation of motion that includes the change in time of the size of the strip yield zone. The full analysis will be presented in [13] . More than sixty simulations have been performed providing interesting conclusions concerning fast crack motion according to the presented model. We will compare these results with the main features of the fast crack growth listed in the first section of this paper.
1. In all simulations it was observed that crack accelerates in the very short time interval, smaller than 4 iisec. In general, this result is not in contradiction with the experimental observation since the resolution of the experiments reported is 5 ^sec. 2. From the all material functions S IIIC tested one may conclude that shape (c) provides results that are in the best qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental data. However, the final shape of this function may be defined with the help of precisely programmed experiment. When the shape (a) of a material function and rapidly decreasing external loading is used within the simulation scheme the interesting behavior of the crack tip is observed. It is shown in the Fig.7 . In this figure one may observe a consecutive arrests and jumps of the crack tip. The similar behaviour may be observed for the material function (c) provided it has very shallow minimum, reached at low velocities.
